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HEPATITIS B IN ASIANS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS 
 
Hepatitis B causes chronic infection in more than 400 million people in the world. In the United States, between 1.2 million to 
2 million people are estimated to live with chronic hepatitis B. Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (API) are 
disproportionately affected. Despite being 4.5% of the total population, the API ethnic group makes up over half of the total 
number of people with chronic hepatitis B. 
 
Chronic hepatitis B causes significant increased morbidity and mortality, with shortened lifespan in those with chronic 
infection. One in four of these patients will die from either liver failure or liver cancer. In other ethnic groups, liver cancer 
ranks as No. 10 on the list of cancer mortality. However, in the API, liver cancer is the second most common cause of cancer 
death. 
 
In fact, hepatitis B is widely prevalent and endemic in the API ethnic groups. Approximately two out of three of the API's have 
previously been exposed to hepatitis B, and one in ten still have chronic infection. Less than half of the API are aware of 
hepatitis B, its ability to spread, and the potential of vaccination for prevention or treatment to decrease complications. Among 
those chronically infected with hepatitis B, two out of three were unaware of their diseases. Despite the existence of effective 
vaccines for over three decades and the high mortality associated with hepatitis B, one out of three APIs who have not been 
exposed did not yet get vaccinated to prevent future infection.    
 
Recently the Institute of Medicine (IOM) reported that this lack of awareness is not limited to the communities at risk, but also 
includes the general population, healthcare providers, allied health professionals, as well as public health agencies. This 
propagates the concept of acceptance and inaction toward hepatitis B and its complications of cirrhosis or liver cancer in many 
APIs community. 
 
Because of significant disparities in the prevalence of hepatitis B, cirrhosis, and liver cancer in the APIs, the National Council 
of Asian Pacific Islander Physicians (NCAPIP) recommends the following goals toward eliminating this disparity: 
 

1. Increase awareness of hepatitis B in the general API community, healthcare providers, public health agencies, and 
policy makers throughout the United States; 

2. Promote routine screening, vaccination, and long term medical management of hepatitis B in primary care settings; 
3. Increase the delivery of culturally competent and language appropriate services to care for those with hepatitis B; 
4. Increase access to GI specialists, hepatologists, and specialized liver centers for the treatment of hepatitis B and its 

complications; 
5. Increase federal, state, and local funding for hepatitis B for awareness, screening, prevention, vaccination, treatment, 

surveillance, and research; 
6. Endorse complete coverage of benefits from all health insurance plans for routine screening and vaccination of 

hepatitis B in the API, as recommended by 2008 CDC guidelines, as part of the  implementation for coverage of 
essential services in the prevention, wellness, and chronic disease management as required by the Heath Care Reform 
Bill. 
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